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Alicia Merrett is a 
contemporary art 
quilter, working mainly 
with the techniques of 
freehand-cutting and 
piecing, and fused 
collage. She is best 
known for the urban 
maps and aerial views.

Ed Fairburn

BATIK is a technique of wax-resist dyeing applied to whole cloth, or 
cloth made using this technique, originated from Indonesia. Batik is 
made either by drawing dots and lines of the resist with a spouted 
tool called a tjanting, or by printing the resist with a copper stamp 
called a cap. The applied wax resists dyes and therefore allows the 
artisan to colour selectively by soaking the cloth in one colour, 
removing the wax with boiling water, and repeating if multiple 
colours are desired.

Polly printing is a form of printmaking. A 
design is drawn into the polly print 
indenting the surface. The printing block is 
then inked, a piece of paper placed over it, 
and then run through a printing press or 
pressure applied by hand to transfer the 
ink to the paper.

EMBROIDERY
Colour Wheel

Key Words
Composition
Batik
Polly Printing
Abstract
Contemporary
Embroidery
Embellish

Art - Maps 
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Design	Inspiration:		

In	3D	Design you	will	be	assessed	on	4	main	areas,	each	worth	25%
Design Make	 Enhance Record

• To	create	a	3D	design	which	responds	to	
the	brief	given.	

• To	follow	safe	working	practices	and	
develop	skills	with	tools	and	machinery	

in	the	workshop.

• To	give	a	good	quality	finish	by	
smoothing	and	decorating	the	product

• To	name	and	explain	tools	and	
techniques	used	throughout	the	project	

• To	evaluate	the	product

Our brief	is	to	design	and	make	a	
‘blockhead’	toy	suitable	to	be	sold	in	the
Our brief	is	to	design	and	make	a	
‘blockhead’	toy	suitable	to	be	sold	in	the
Our brief	is	to	design	and	make	a	
‘blockhead’	toy	suitable	to	be	sold	in	the

brief	is	to	design	and	make	a	
‘blockhead’	toy	suitable	to	be	sold	in	the

3D	sketching	using	
the	oblique	method

The	range	of	
characters	we	
can	use	as	
inspiration	is	
increasing.	
Alongside	the	
traditional	
characters,	like	
Mickey	and	
Minnie,	we	now	
have	Pixar,	
Marvel	and	Star	
Wars	characters.	
Giving	us	tonnes	
to	choose	from!

These	are	the	tools	used	for	making	the	
‘blockhead’:

Homework

To	accessorize	the	‘blockhead’,	use	found	
objects	that	match	your	character.	An	
example	for	Mickey	Mouse	would	be:

Gold 
drawing 
pins for 
Mickeys 
buttonsBlack 

card or 
buttons 
for 
Mickeys 
ears

The	smoothing	process	is	
very	important	for	a
quality	finish.	We	don’t	
want	any	splinters,	dents	
or	saw	lines.

Mickeys 
buttonsbuttons
Mickeys 
buttons
Mickeys Mickeys 
buttons
Mickeys 

Once	you’ve finished	
making	the	blockhead,	
say	what	went	well	and	
what	could	be	
improved.	Recording	
these	ideas	is	a	very	
useful	skill	to	practice.	

Record	your	incredible	knowledge

Make	sure	you	use	the	correct	
terminology	to	name	and	explain	the	
tools	and	techniques
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DIGITAL ENTERPRISE

What is a target market?

A target market is a particular group of consumers at which a 
product or service is aimed. Target markets can be aimed at a 
lot of groups. Some of these groups are listed below;
• Gender – boys and girls
• Age – baby, toddler, teenager, Adults
• Hobbies – football, make-up, gaming
• Income – wealthy/deprived

Market Mapping
Market mapping shows where different products sit 
in terms of quality and price. A business can then 
identify a gap in the market.
A gap in the market is a place or area that current 
businesses aren't serving. For example, Netflix has 
filled several market gaps over the years.

Market Mapping

To effectively market a product you need to 
follow the 4 P’s of marketing.

The 4 P’s are:
 Product–What is the Product? What 

makes it different?
 Price–How much are you selling it for? 

Is it competitive?
 Place–Where will they sell the product?
 Promotion–Where are they going to 

advertise it?.

Price
It is important to set a price that 
your target customers will be 
willing to pay.
Price must reflect the value placed 
on the product by customers
A high price usually = high quality
A low price is for ordinary items 
easily bought by people. 
Price set must allow you to cover 
your costs of making the product 
so that you can make money. 

Product

• Must meet the target 
customers’ needs. 

• The look and design of the 
product might be important 
factors in consumers’ decisions 
about buying it.

To effectively market a product 
you need to follow the 4 P’s of 
marketing.

The 4 P’s are:
 Product–What is the 

Product? What makes it 
different?

 Price–How much are you 
selling it for? Is it 
competitive?

 Place–Where will they sell 
the product?

 Promotion–Where are they 
going to advertise it?.

Things can be sold online or in store

Place

Branding is everything associated with a 
business that customers connect with (Logos, 
slogans, products, services, colours, USP)

Key Words Definition

Sales The number of items bought by customers

Customer 
Loyalty

When customers become used to buying from the same 
company as they rely on the product or service

Repeat 
Purchases

When the same customer buys over and over again from 
the same business

Growth When a business is able to expand in size, ie. open new 
branches or sell a higher variety of products.

Quality When the value of the product matches what the 
customers are willing to pay for it 

USP Unique Selling Point. Something about the business that 
makes it stand apart from its rivals.

Logo: This is the visual representation of 
businesses. 
Images that you see that allow you to know 
what business it is instantly.

Slogan: This is a catchy phrase that is… 
associated with a specific business.

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER - SPRING TERM 2022
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English – ‘CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHTTIME’
PLOT SUMMARY

As the play opens, the audience see a dead dog lying in the middle of the stage with a garden fork sticking out of his side. This dog is Wellington who belonged to Christopher’s neighbour Mrs. Shears. 
Christopher Boone, the fifteen year old protagonist, is on a stage along with Mrs Shears who is questioning what has happened to her dog and telling Christopher to “get away.” Siobhan, Christopher’s 
teacher, is also on stage reading from Christopher’s book. She provides basic information about Christopher and narrates what happens just as we see the same action unfold on stage, “After twelve 
and a half minutes a policeman arrived”. Despite being warned to stay out of the issue, Christopher is determined to solve the mystery of the dog’s death. Christopher discovers that his own father 
lied to him about the death of his mother and about him having killed Wellington. After losing trust in his father, Christopher flees to London to meet his mother whom his father had told him had died 
two years prior. Christopher finds the journey to London very challenging but he does eventually find his mother. Ultimately he does return to Swindon to live with his father again but his situation and 
self-confidence has improved as a result of his adventure. He passes his A level Maths exam at the end of the play, fulfilling another challenge he had set himself.

CONTEXT

Autistic Spectrum / Aspergers: Christopher appears to be on the spectrum (NOT EXPLICITLY STATED) due to his obsessive and repetitive behaviours, his difficulties reading emotions and 
communicating effectively, and his love of facts and details. Aspergers suggests Christopher is ‘high functioning’. People with Aspergers tend to be highly intelligent, paying particular attention to 
details and enjoying order and predictable events. They often dislike changes in routine and can find social situations difficult as they find it harder to read people’s facial expressions and non-verbal 
cues.

CHARACTERS

Christopher Protagonist, determined, finds people confusing

Ed Christopher's father, patient, caring, determined

Judy Christopher's mother, finds him difficult to deal 
with, honest about failure

Siobhan Christopher's teacher, encouraging, calming

Mr. Shears Mother's new partner, loses his temper, loses his 
patience, sarcastic

Mrs. Alexander Christopher's neighbour, kind, a bit of a gossip

Mrs. Shears Her dog is murdered, angry, ex wife of Mr Shears

Reverend 
Peters

Invigilator for the A Level exam, key role in 
Christopher's future

KEY THEMES Fear and lies; Deceit; Honesty and trust; The struggle to become independent; braving the unknown; Love, family and relationships; Space; Science

DEVICES AND KEY WORDS

Play The play takes place on a stage with minimal props and clever uses of lighting.

Structure The play is written in two parts and is a play within a play. It has multiple narrators.

Dialogue The dialogue or speech is fast moving and helps us to understand the characters.

Narrator This is the person who tells the story of what is happening, Siobhan is the narrator for Christopher 
most of the time.

Stage Directions These are the instructions for the actor about what to do or how to speak. They can also refer to 
sound and lighting.

Bildugsroman This is a text where the protagonist grows up and learns throughout. Christopher begins to realise that 
he is brave and braving new experiences can be positive.

Dramatisation The play has been adapted from a novel and uses actors, staging, lighting, costumes and artistic 
choices to help the audience to become engaged with the play and understand the plot.

Ensemble This means that the actors are on stage as a group at the same time and have to switch roles 
throughout the play. For example, it adds to the confusion when Christopher is in London.

Detective genre Christopher can be compared to a detective in the play and throughout he investigates mysteries 
using similar skills to a detective.
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Fantastic Futures – Spring 1
Key terms - RSE: Risks - Staying Safe Online and Offline

Digital 
Citizenship

Being responsible for our technology and internet use

Responsibility Being accountable for our actions and understanding that our 
actions have consequences for ourselves and others

Sexting The sending of sexually explicit digital images, videos or text 
messages

Grooming When someone builds up a relationship, trust and emotional 
connection with a child so that they can manipulate, exploit or abuse 
them

Manipulation Trying to sway someone’s emotions to get them to act or feel in a 
certain way

Exploitation Taking advantage of someone in order to benefit from them

Harassment Unwanted behaviour which is offensive, causes humiliation or 
intimidation

CEOP CEOP is a police agency which works to keep young people safe from 
sexual abuse and grooming online

Peer Pressure The way our friends and others in our age group influence our 
decisions, behaviour or feelings

Key Knowledge - RSE: Risks - Staying Safe Online and Offline

Cyberbullying • Cyberbullying is bullying that takes place over digital devices like 
mobile phones, computers, and tablets

• Cyberbullying includes sending, posting, or sharing negative, 
harmful, false, or mean content about someone else. It can include 
sharing personal or private information about someone, else causing 
embarrassment or humiliation. Some cyberbullying crosses the line 
into unlawful or criminal behavior

• No one should put up with cyberbullying and cyberbullying is not 
banter

• As with other forms of bullying, cyberbullying can have big impacts 
on our emotional, social, mental and physical health

• Bullying which takes place online can impact victims more, because 
of the ability to immediately and continuously contact a victim and 
the public nature of posts or comments

• Perpetrators of online bullying often wrongly believe that they will 
not get caught or that it is only banter – which it is not

Being Safe 
Online

• Don’t say things online which may cause offense to others, be a 
good digital citizen

• Use report and block functions to report illegal, abusive or 
unwanted behaviour

• Tell someone else if something online is not right 
• Keep your profiles private and regularly review who is on your 

profiles
• Watch out for ‘fake news’ – don’t believe everything you see at first 

glance 

The Law

Any sexual contact without consent is illegal regardless of the age of the people 
involved. In the UK, the age of consent for sexual activity is 16. 

Taking, possessing or sharing a sexually explicit picture or video of someone under 18 is 
against the law. It doesn’t matter if they gave you permission, if someone else sent it to 
you, if you’ve never met them before, or if you are under 18 too.

Hate crime, bullying and harassment online is just as illegal online as it is offline.

Signposting and Further Support

Speak to any member of MEA staff, including:
Any teacher or adult
Your Form Tutor
Your LCC or MCC
Put a note in the worries box at student services
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Fantastic Futures - Spring 2
Key terms - Citizenship: The Future - The Impact of Technology

Economy A system of making and trading things of value. The making physical 
goods and the selling of services.

Primary Jobs Involve getting raw materials from the natural environment, e.g
mining or farming

Secondary Jobs Involve making (manufacturing) products, such as making cars

Tertiary Jobs Provide a service, such as teaching or nursing

Quaternary 
Jobs

Involve research and development

Labour To work

Labour Market The labour market is a way to describe where workers and 
employers interact with each other, where employers complete to 
hire the best candidates and employees compete for the most 
satisfying jobs 

Career A job which someone takes for a long period of their life, with 
opportunities for them to get promotions or become more specialist

Aspiration Our hopes and dreams and ambitions to achieve in the future

Revolutionise To change something a lot

The Industrial 
Revolution

A period in History which happened from around 175-1900 when 
technology changed dramatically and changed the way people 
worked and lived forever

Automation Making something happen automatically using new technologies

Artificial 
Intelligence

Using computers and technology to do tasks that usually needed 
human intelligence to do

Social 
Implications

The impacts (positive and negative) on how people interact, live and 
work with each other

Economic 
Implications

The impacts (positive and negative) on how people make goods, 
trade,  make money and work

Key Knowledge - Citizenship: The Future - The Impact of Technology

Automation • Automation using technology to produce and deliver goods with 
little, or no, human input.

• Automation in the Industrial Revolution meant that things could be 
mass produced. The work that once required hundreds of people 
could be done by far fewer employees and much more quickly.

• Automation has and will continue to change the way goods are 
made, which will have a big impact on the job market

• Automation will change the skills and qualifications that employers 
look for in the future, as well as creating new jobs and new working 
environments

Artificial 
Intelligence 

• Artificial intelligence is often written as AI.
• AI is the use of computer systems and networks to simulate human 

intelligence 
• AI has many current uses and many uses in the future, from self-

driving cars to monitoring social media without the need for human 
input

Key Knowledge - Citizenship: The Future - The Impact of Technology

Social implications Economic Implications Political Implications

• How will 
technology 
change the way 
we interact with 
each other?

• Will AI and 
Automation help 
stop big issues such 
as crime, poverty 
and climate 
change?

• How will laws need to change with 
changes in technology?

• How do rights and responsibilities 
need to change with changes in 
technology?
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Geography – Spring 
Key Terms Meaning

Layers of the earth Crust, mantel, inner core, outer core. 

Plate boundary Where two different tectonic plates meet. There 
are 3 different types of plate boundaries; 
conservative, constructive and destructive plate 
boundaries.  

Earthquake An earthquake is the shaking of the surface of the 
Earth resulting from a sudden release of energy in 
the Earth’s crust that creates seismic waves. 

Volcano A volcano is a rupture in the crust of a planetary-
mass object, such as Earth, that allows hot lava, 
volcanic ash, and gases to escape from a magma 
chamber below the surface.

Tsunamis A tsunami is a series of waves in a water body caused by 
the displacement of a large volume of water, generally 
in an ocean or a large lake. Earthquakes, volcanic 
eruptions and other underwater explosions above or 
below water all have the potential to generate a 
tsunami.

PPP Prediction, protection and preparation.

Earthquakes and Volcanoes 

Volcanoes Earthquakes

• Constructive margins – Hot magma 
rises between the plates eg. Iceland. 
Forms Shield volcanoes

• Destructive margins – an oceanic 
plate subducts under a continental 
plate. Friction causes oceanic plate 
to melt and pressure forces magma 
up to form composite volcanoes eg
the Pacific Rim

• Constructive margins – usually small 
earthquakes as plates pull apart.

• Destructive margins – violent 
earthquakes as pressure builds and is 
then released

• Conservative margins – plates slide 
past each other. They catch and then 
as pressure builds it is released eg
San Andreas fault. .

Structure of the Earth

The earth has 4 layers

The inner core
The outer core

The mantle
The crust

The crust is split into major fragments 
called tectonic plates. There are 2 

types: Oceanic (thin and younger but 
dense) and Continental (old and 

thicker but less dense)

These plates move and where they 
meet you get tectonic activity 
(volcanoes and earthquakes).

There are 2 theories of why plates move: 
convection currents and ridge push, slab 
pull. 

Plates either move against each other 
(destructive margin) away from each other 
(constructive) or next to each other 
(conservative)

Natural hazards are physical events such as earthquakes and 
volcanoes that have the potential to do damage humans and 

property. Hazards include tectonic hazards, tropical storms and 
forest fires. 

LICs suffer more than HICs from natural disasters because they are not as prepared and 
struggle to react effectively

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER - SPRING TERM 2022
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Causes

Natural Human

• Orbital changes – The sun’s energy 
on the Earth’s surface changes as 
the Earth’s orbit is elliptical its axis 
is tilted on an angle.

• Solar Output – sunspots increase to 
a maximum every 11 years

• Volcanic activity – volcanic aerosols 
reflect sunlight away reducing 
global temperatures temporarily

• Fossil fuels – release carbon dioxide 
with accounts for 50% of greenhouse 
gases

• Agriculture – accounts for around 20% 
of greenhouse gases due to methane 
production from cows etc. Larger 
populations and growing demand for 
met and rice increase contribution

• Deforestation – logging and clearing 
land for agriculture increases carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere and reduces 
ability to planet to absorb carbon 
through photosynthesis.

Evidence for Climate Change

The Met Office has reliable climate evidence since 1914 – but we can tell 
what happened before that using several methods. 

Ice and Sediment Cores Tree Rings

• Ice sheets are made up of 
layers of snow – one per year. 
If you drill down you can 
analyse gases trapped in layers 
of ice for the past. Ice cores 
from Antarctica show changes 
over the last 400 000 years.

• Remains of organisms found in 
cores from the ocean floor can 
by traced back 5 million years.

• A tree grows one new rind each 
year. Rings are thicker in warm, 
wet conditions

• This gives us reliable evidence 
for the last 10 000 years

Pollen Analysis Temperature Records

• Pollen is preserved in 
sediment. Different species 
need different climatic 
conditions

• Historical records date back to 
the 1850s. Historical records 
also tell us about harvest and 
weather reports. 

Effects of Climate Change

Social Environmental

• Increased disease eg. skin cancer 
and heat stroke

• Winter deaths decrease with milder 
winters

• Crop yields affected by up to 12% in 
South America but will increase in 
Northern Europe but will need 
more irrigation

• Less ice in Arctic Ocean increases 
shipping and extraction of oil and 
gas reserves

• Droughts reduce food and water 
supply in sub-Saharan Africa. Water 
scarcity in South and South East UK

• Increased flood risk. 70% of Asia is 
at risk of increased flooding

• Declining fish in some areas affect 
diet and jobs

• Increased extreme weather 

• Increased drought in 
Mediterranean region

• Lower rainfall causes food 
shortages for orangutans in Borneo 
and Indonesia

• Sea level rise leads to flooding and 
coastal erosion

• Ice melts threaten habitats of polar 
bears

• Warmer rivers affect marine 
wildlife

• Forests in n America may 
experience more pests, disease and 
forest fires

• Coral bleaching and decline in 
biodiversity such as the Great 
Barrier Reef (Australia)

Mitigation
• Alternative energy production –

renewable sources will last longer 
but they can be expensive and are 
less reliable than fossil fuels

• Planting Trees – helps to remove 
carbon dioxide. Has the potential 
to increase carbon storage by 
28%. However land may be 
limited and biodiversity is still 
threatened unless a wide range of 
trees are planted

• Carbon Capture – takes carbon 
dioxide from the emission sources 
and stores it underground under a 
cap rock. It can reduce capture of 
up to 90% of carbon dioxide. 
However, it is very expensive and 
unclear if the captured carbon 
would escape in the long term. 
Also it discourages development 
of renewable energy resources

• International Agreements –
targets will only be met if they are 
legally binding (Paris 2015). 
Financial support is needed for 
LICs. However, poorer countries 
argue that they need to 
industrialise and getting richer 
countries to accept their 
responsibility is difficult. 

Adaption
• Changes in agricultural systems –

needed to react to changing rainfall 
and temperature patterns and 
changing threat of disease and pests. 
This is hard for poor farmers who tend 
to be most affected

• Managing water supplies – eg. by 
installing water efficient devices and 
increasing supply through things like 
desalination plants. There is an 
increasing threat of political stability

• Reducing risk – reducing risk from 
rising sea levels would involve 
constructing defences such as the 
Thames Flood Barrier or restoring 
mangrove forests, or raising buildings 
on stilts. These are expensive and 
possibly only short term measures.

Geography – Spring 
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Key terms Meaning

Factory A building or group of buildings where goods are 
manufactured or assembled chiefly by machine.

Industrial A broad term used to describe large scale work, usually 
through the manufacture of products.

Manufacture To make something on a large scale using machinery.

Workhouse A building where very poor people in Britain used to 
work, in the Industrial Revolution, in exchange for food 
and shelter.

Poor Laws A series of laws made to provide relief and improve the 
lives of the poor.

Poverty Living without some or all of  the basic needs of human 
beings.

Urban Having the characteristics of a town or city.

Population All the inhabitants of a particular place.

Key 
people
John Snow London doctor 

who recognised 
the connection 
between Cholera 
and contaminated 
water.

Louis 
Pasteur 

French scientist 
who theorised 
that 
microorganisms 
called germs 
caused diseases.

Napoleon 
Bonaparte

French army 
general that led 
the coup that 
overthrew the 
French King.

Key terms Meaning

Chartists A working class organization that aimed to 
improve the rights of the people.

Voting Voting is a method for a group, to make a 
decision based on the majority.

Reform Make changes to something in order to 
improve it.

Mandatory The word used to describe something that 
needs to be done and is often required by law 
to do so.

Government The group of people who make laws and take 
decisions on behalf of all the people.

Cholera An infectious disease often caught from 
infected water supplies, causing severe 
vomiting, diarrhoea and often death.

Germ Theory The idea that germs cause diseases.

Rotton
Boroughs

A small number of people deciding on one 
Member of Parliament

History – Spring 1

French Revolution 5th May 1789-
9th November 1799

French people revolt against the 
King and aristocracy to form their 

own republic.

Peterloo Massacre 1819
A clash between the army and
working class reformists in
Manchester, which lead to the
deaths of 18 people.

Cholera outbreak in London 1827-1837
London is struck with this deadly waterborne disease 

due to unhygienic conditions.

Great Reform Act 1832
Increased the number of people that could vote 
in the general election. Was passed because of 

fears of a French style revolution in Britain. 
Excluded women and those without property.

Creation of the poor laws 1834
Public concern for the high proportion
of poverty forced the government to
create the poor laws to provide
financial support to disabled, young
and old poor people.

Skills concept Key words:
Cause- The reason why something happens.
Reason- A cause, explanation, or justification for an action or event.
Interpretation- A historical opinion of a person or event.
Inference- An educated guess based on evidence.
Significance- How important an event/ someone is.

Knowledge concept Key words:
Rights-Freedoms we have that are protected by our laws
Labour- Hard work, usually undertaken by an unskilled worker.
Urbanisation- The increase in the number of people living in towns or cities.
Revolution- A period of great change.
Public Health- Attempts to improve the health of the population and prevent disease.
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Key terms Meaning

Attitudes An attitude refers to a set of emotions, beliefs, and 
behaviours toward a particular object, person, thing, or 
event.

Liberal 
reforms

A series of laws passed by the liberal party to help 
reduce poverty in the 20th century.

Pensions Regular payments made to retired people.

Social reform A social movement that aims to make gradual change, 
or change in certain aspects of society, rather than rapid 
or fundamental changes.

Equality The idea that everyone should have the same rights, 
status and opportunity.

Rights Freedoms protected by law.

Parliament A group of people who represent the people, oversee 
the government make all the laws in the United 
Kingdom.

Key 
people

Emmeline 
Pankhurst

Leader of the 
Suffragettes. 
Coined the term 
‘Deeds not 
words’

Millicent 
Fawcett

Leader of the 
Suffragists.

Emily 
Wilding 
Davison

Most famous for 
becoming a 
martyr when she 
stepped in front 
of the Kings 
horse in 1913.

Key terms Meaning

Suffragists Peaceful Protestors  that aimed to gain more 
rights for women.

Suffragettes Violent protestors that aimed to gain more 
right for women.

Reform Make changes to something in order to 
improve it.

Militant Favouring confrontation or violent methods in 
support of a political or social cause.

Campaign Working in an organised and active way to 
achieve a specific goal

Martyr Someone who is killed or willingly dies 
because of their religious, political or social 
beliefs.

Sexism Prejudice or discrimination based on gender.

Suffrage The right to vote.

History – Spring 2

1908
300,000 Suffragettes joined a march to 
Hyde Park to protest and campaign for 

votes for women.

November 1911
The Government change their 

mind over giving Votes for 
Women and drop the bill.

June 1913
Emily Davison wanted to highlight the cause by 
throwing herself in front of the King’s horse at 
the Epsom Derby. She was knocked down and 

killed.

Parliament Act 1918
A Law passed by the British government that
allows certain women to stand for
parliament and vote in elections providing
they met certain criteria such as property
ownership and being over the age of 30.

Equal franchise right 1928
A law passed that allowed all women
over the age of 21 to vote, regardless
of property ownership.

Skills concept Key words:
Cause- The reason why something happens.
Reason- A cause, explanation, or justification for an action or event.
Interpretation- A historical opinion of a person or event.
Inference- An educated guess based on evidence.
Significance- How important an event/ someone is.

Knowledge concept Key words:
Industrial Revolution- The Industrial Revolution was a time when the manufacturing of goods moved 
from small shops and homes to large factories.
Change - An act or process through which something becomes different.
Society - Society is an organization of people who share a common cultural and social background.
Suffrage- Having the right to vote.
.
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Equations and graphs
Mathematics – Spring 1

Transformations

Rounding & Accuracy

x 1.5
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Sequences
Mathematics – Spring 2

Ratio and Speed

Data Handling
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Mathematics – Spring 2
Data Handling (Continued)
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Performing Arts - Dance

Boy Blue Emancipation of 
Expressionism

Theme/Topic/
Issue

• Order
• Chaos
• Unity
• Freedom
• Equality
• Emotional Journey
• Journey of life

Dance Skills Definitions
Energy Providing 100% commitment throughout your performance

Projection Maximising movement and make everything look as big as 
possible

Extension Lengthening your arms and legs so all movements are stretched 
to their potential and executed clearly

Timing Counting in time with the music and your group
Dynamics Showing a range of different movement such as: fast and sharp, 

slow and soft
Movement 
Memory

Being able to repeat the movement with ease

Canon Performing the same movement, one after another
Unison Performing at the same time
Motif 
development

Using action, space and dynamic changes to the add to or alter 
original motif to make it your own

Formations Creating various shapes to perform in
Linear Moving within a line, to form a line
Duet Performing as a group of two people
Quartet Performing in a group of four people
Question and 
answer

Performing different sequences of movement one after the 
other

Stylistic Skills of Hip Hop
• Freestyle
• Low levels
• Confidence
• High energy
• Isolations
• Dynamic flare
• High intensity

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER - SPRING TERM 2022
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Drama - Explorative Strategies and Pantomime

An effective way to show that you are in character is to 
change the way that you walk. What does your body 
expression tell us about your character when you walk…

Leading with your nose?

Leading with your chest puffed out?

Leading with your hips?

Leading with your knees?

The audience will struggle to engage with your work If you break 
character during a performance. It is natural to get nervous onstage 
and break character to relieve pressure. Here are some things you 
can do to try and stay in character:

Try not to make eye contact with other actors if this puts you off. Look 
at their foreheads or noses instead!

Take a few deep breaths and shake out your arms before going 
onstage, this will relieve some tension and help you to focus.

Make sure your whole group knows their lines and stage directions 
well so that no one breaks character to remind someone else. 

Try to remember what your character’s aim in the scene is and focus 
all of your energy on that. 

Freeze Frames Conscience Alley Hot Seating 
1. Pick a scene or event to create.

2. Have one person freeze doing a gesture 
that helps to create the scene.

3. Keep adding members of the group to 
the freeze frame.

4. Once all of the group is in position the 
freeze frame should tell a story without 

any moving or speaking. 

1. Pick a problem or a dilemma that your 
character has.

2. Have your group make two lines with one 
actor (in character) walking between the two 

lines.
3. Every person who passes the character 

should give them some advice to solve the 
problem. 

4. At the end of the alley the actor must 
decide what to do about their problem.  

1. Have one of the actors in character sit 
on a chair with the others sitting 

around them.
2. Make sure the actor in the middle 

knows why they are there, who their 
character is and some extra 

background information.
3. Have the group ask the character 

questions whilst another person 
records the answers. 
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Music in the Media – Spring 1

Keywords:
Rhythm: Rhythm is what makes music move and flow. Rhythm is made up of sounds and silences. These sounds and 
silences are put together to form patterns of sound, which are repeated to create rhythm.
Pulse: Pulse is a steady beat like a ticking clock or your heartbeat.  You can count how many beats are in a minute to 
determine the BPM (beats per minute), to measure the speed of the pulse. 
Timing: Timing is all about being synchronised with the music or others around you. The ability to keep time is 
dependent on your internal pulse and listening.
Critical Listening: Critical listening Is listening with intent and purpose, musically analysing the components of a 
piece.
Tempo: How fast or slow a piece of music is.
Dynamics: How loud or quiet a piece or a part of the music is.
Leit Motif: A leitmotif is a recurring musical idea (a melody, chord sequence, rhythm or a combination of these) 
which is associated with a particular idea, character or place.
Theme: A theme is the subject of the of the piece, and the idea behind it. They display the general theme of the 
piece or film, but are NOT about a character in particular. 
Mickey-Mousing: Overillustrating the action through the musical score, drawn from the conventions of composing 
for cartoons.

Key Composers:
Danny Elfman John Williams

Hans Zimmer
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World Music – Spring 2

Keywords:
Skank Rhythm: Emphasising the off-beat when playing to a 4/4 rhythm.
Soca: ‘Soul & Calypso’ - Soca is rhythmically a fusion of African/Calypso and East Indian 
rhythms. This is mostly associated with Trinidad and Tobago.
Reggae: Reggae is a music genre that began in Jamaica in the late 1960s, made popular by 
artists such as Bob Marley. 
Samba: Samba is South American music style that is always performed with lots of 
percussion instruments. Every member of the ensemble has a specific role as the music 
often involves the layering of different rhythms over each other.

Djembe
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PE – Spring 1

Football
Basic rules
The game is started by a kick off in the centre of the pitch, on the referee’s whistle. The main game has 11 
players per team (consisting of goal keeper, defenders, midfielders and strikers).
To score a goal, the ball must cross the opposition’s goal line. The team with the most goals at the end of 
the game will win the game.
Skills and Techniques 
Dribbling - Dribbling allows you to move the ball around the field without losing possession. Keep the ball 
close to your feet at all times, when running with it. Use the inside of your foot to control the ball when 
moving. Don’t look down when running with the ball. Keep your head up.
Passing - Non-kicking foot is closest to the ball. Kicking foot needs to be at a right angle to the ball Body 
over the ball Eyes focused upon the ball and arms are to be used for balance.

Shooting -Non kicking foot needs to be next to the ball and player needs to keep their body balanced with 
their head slightly over the top of the ball. Contact the ball either with the side of the foot (placement of 
ball) top of the foot (to generate power). Both legs need to be flexed but when striking the ball, kicking foot 
needs to be fully extended on the follow-through. For accuracy, aim to shoot between the goalkeeper and 
the posts.

Rugby
Advanced rules 
Positions – In rugby union a full team consists of 15 players, each having a specific role. These roles 
include 2 prop players, 1 hooker, 2 lock/second row, 2 wing forwards, number 8, scrum half and fly half. 
Advantage – This law allows the game to be more continuous and have fewer stoppages. Sometimes a 
stoppage in play may deprive the non-offending team of an opportunity to score. In this instance, the 
referee will allow play to continue rather than penalise the offense. 
Skills and techniques
Kicking – there are three different types of kicking used in rugby depending on the situation, these are 
known as the punt, drop kick and the place kick. The place kick is used in rugby  for attempting a shot 
after a penalty has been awarded of when converting a try.
Scrum - Scrums tend to be for offences such as accidental offside, obstruction, a knock-on or forward 
pass, or if a maul or ruck becomes unplayable and no-one is at fault. The ball is thrown into the middle 
of the tunnel between the two front rows, at which point the two hookers can compete for the ball, 
attempting to hook the ball back in the direction of their team mates. 

Trampolining
Trampolining is an individual sport of acrobatic movements performed after rebounding into the air 
from the trampoline. You will firstly learn about the safety rules of trampolining. 
Skills and Techniques
Seat drop- bottom lands on cross, legs straight, push off with hands and arms up on returning to 
standing

Half/ full turns- While in a straight jump position rotating the body until facing the opposite direction 
for a half twist or a complete 360° rotation for a full twist.

Tuck Jump- From a straight jump start, the knees are pulled up to the chest and the hands must at least 
briefly grasp the legs between the knees and ankle.

Pike- Again from a straight jump start, the legs are straight, held together and lifted parallel to the 
trampoline and the arms and body reach forwards towards the pointed toes.

Straddle- Similar to the pike jump except that the legs are spread sideways approximately 90° apart 
and the arms reach forward towards the pointed toes.

Gymnastics
Gymnastics is a sport that includes physical exercises requiring balance, strength, flexibility, agility, 
coordination, and endurance.

There are a range of movements that you will be practising  which you will be completing in both partner 
and group work. 
Skills and techniques
Locomotion- Different ways of movement 
Hand stands 
Cartwheels
Forward rolls and Backwards rolls. 
Balances.
Towards the end of the unit you will then be adding these into a sequence to perform to the rest of the 
class. 
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Mis vacaciones – My holidays – Spring 2
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Science: Science: Energy Energy –– Spring 1 
Key facts – Heat and temperature

Energy Energy can be stored in different ways, including: kinetic energy,
internal energy, elastic potential energy, gravitational potential 
energy, electrical energy and magnetic energy

Heat (𝐽𝐽) Heat is a measure of the thermal energy of a substance. Heat energy is 
measured in joules (J)

Temperature (℃) Temperature is a measure of how hot something is. It can be 
measured directly using a thermometer in oC

Conduction Conduction is heat transfer through a solid.  The particles in solids are 
tightly packed and as they are heated the particles gain energy, 
vibrate, and pass the energy to the particles next to them 

Convection Convection is heat transfer in a liquid or gas. Hotter particles are less 
dense, rise to the top of a container, cool and then sink transferring 
heat through the fluid

Radiation Radiation is heat transfer in waves. No particles are required 

Key facts – Particle theory and changes in state
Solids The particles in a solid are arranged in a regular pattern with little 

space between them. The particles are closely packed together and 
can only vibrate about a fixed point. Due to this, solids have a high 
density and a fixed shape and volume.

Liquids The particles are closely together with little space between them. The 
particles can move around each other. This means liquids flow and 
take the shape of their container – they have no fixed shape. However, 
they do have a fixed volume like solids and cannot be compressed.

Gases There are almost no forces between the particles as they have a very 
high kinetic energy. The particles in a gas move randomly and have no 
fixed shape. They can be compressed.

Density How closely packed the particles are in a given area or volume. 
Measured in g/cm3 or kg/m3

Melting When a solid turns into a liquid
Freezing When a liquid turns into a solid

Evaporating When a liquid turns into a gas

Condensing When a gas turns into a liquid 

Boiling point The name for the temperature at which liquid evaporates and turns 
into a gas. This is 100°C for water but can be very different for other 
matter.

Key facts – Calculations and equations
Volume of a regular shape (𝑚𝑚3) 𝑉𝑉 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 𝑙𝑙𝑤𝑤𝑙

Volume of an irregular shape (𝑚𝑚3) Place the object in a measuring cylinder of water. The volume of water displaced by the object is the same as the volume of the object.

Density (𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙/𝑚𝑚3) Density (kg/m3) = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘)
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 (𝑉𝑉3) 𝑝𝑝 = 𝑉𝑉

𝑉𝑉

Energy (𝐽𝐽) 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 𝐽𝐽 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙 × 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆 𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙 𝐽𝐽
𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

Energy efficiency
𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 = 𝑈𝑈𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑈𝑈𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑈𝑈𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑈𝑈𝑙𝑙

𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑈𝑈𝑙𝑙
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Science: Health, disease and infection Science: Health, disease and infection –– Spring 2
Key facts – Key terminology

Health Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing.

Fitness The ability to meet/cope with the demands of the environment.
Communicable 
disease

Caused by microorganisms called pathogens which can spread between 
organisms (contagious)

Non-communicable 
disease

A disease that is not transferred between organisms and can be inherited 
or due to lifestyle choices e.g. diabetes, cancer 

Disease An illness or sickness characterised by specific symptoms. 

Key facts – Non- communicable diseases
Effects of smoking Smoking is harmful to health. Tobacco contains harmful chemicals such as: 

nicotine, tar and carbon monoxide. Smoking can cause: cancer, bronchitis, 
heart disease and addiction.

Drugs A drug is a substance that has an effect on the body. Recreational drugs 
are taken by people who like the effects on their body and can be split 
into stimulants and depressants 

Cardiovascular 
disease 

These diseases effect the heart. The risk of these diseases is increased by: 
high blood pressure, smoking, high levels of salt and high amount of fats in 
the diet. 

Malnutrition A health concern when people do not eat the right amounts of nutrients.
Obesity The medical term for being very overweight due to taking in more energy 

in food than you use 
Kwashiorkor Severe swelling of the body, especially around the legs and stomach. This 

is caused by lack of protein and other minerals in a persons diet. 

Insulin A hormone that regulates the level of sugar in the blood.

Diabetes A serious disease in which the body is unable to regulate blood glucose
levels.

Key facts – Communicable diseases
Microorganisms A tiny organism, so small a microscope is needed to see them. Not all 

microorganisms cause disease  

Pathogen  A microorganism which causes disease. Examples include bacteria, 
fungi, viruses and protists. 

Malaria Malaria is spread by mosquitos through a protist. Humans are classed 
as ‘hosts’ – they become sick due to malaria. The mosquito is a vector –
it transmits the disease but does not become ill

White blood cells They defend the body from pathogens. There are two types of white 
blood cells- phagocytes and lymphocytes. 

Phagocytosis The process in which white blood cells called phagocytes kill pathogens 
by ‘engulfing’ them

Antibodies  A protein produced by the immune system in humans (and other 
animals) that attacks antigens that cause disease. They can also 
neutralise toxins produced by organisms that cause disease 

Antigens A foreign organism that gets into the body and triggers an immune 
response.

Immunity When a person is unlikely to get a disease because they have a 
resistance to it.

Vaccination Usually an injection that contains dead or deactivated forms of a 
pathogen (disease) which causes the body to produce antibodies to 
provide immunity against that disease.

Antibiotics Substance that controls the spread of bacteria in the body by killing 
them or stopping them reproducing. Antibiotics will only kill bacterial 
cells. Examples include penicillin. 
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Todo sobre mi vida– All about my life – Spring 1
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Mis vacaciones – My holidays – Spring 2
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Year 8 Tick off each time you complete Independent Study using your Knowledge Organiser

Spring Term 1
Week Beginning

10th January ‘22

Week Beginning

17th January ‘22

Week Beginning

24th January ‘22

Week Beginning

31st January ‘22

Week Beginning

7th February ‘22

Week Beginning

14th February ‘22

Art

Art – 3D

Digital Enterprise - ICT

Digital Enterprise - Business

English

Fantastic Futures

Geography

History

Maths

Performing Arts - Dance

Performing Arts - Drama

Performing Arts - Music

PE

Science

Spanish 
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Year 8 Tick off each time you complete Independent Study using your Knowledge Organiser

Spring Term 2
Week Beginning

28th February ‘22

Week Beginning

7th March ’22

Week Beginning

14th March ’22

Week Beginning

21st March ’22

Week Beginning

28th March ’22

Art

Art – 3D

Digital Enterprise - ICT

Digital Enterprise - Business

English

Fantastic Futures

Geography

History

Maths

Performing Arts - Dance

Performing Arts - Drama

Performing Arts - Music

PE

Science

Spanish 
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Retrieval Practice 
Templates 
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Retrieval Practice

• Retrieval practice is a way of learning knowledge that will help you 
store it in your memory. It is scientifically proven to work well for 
students at secondary school. Particularly before exams.
• Retrieval practice is basically testing yourself repeatedly on 

knowledge until you can remember it. There are lots of ways to do 
this.
• You will find retrieval practice templates which you can use for 

independent study.
• You can copy the templates in your independent study book.

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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How to use retrieval practice 
effectively

ØYou should read/look a section in your knowledge organiser/            
revision guide books/revision materials

Ø Say – Read out loud the specific knowledge you need to 
Ø You must then cover the text and complete/write any 

questions/tasks/mind maps/exam questions/challenge grids/flash cards 
etc ( You can use the templates in this pack)

Ø Check that you have all the knowledge needed and it is correct. Any 
content that is missing or incorrect you use a red pen to illustrate the 
gaps in your  knowledge to show they have been corrected. 

Ø You must then repeat this three times
Ø In your next lesson, you may complete a short know it quiz and self mark

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Challenge Grid
Answer as many questions your teachers gives you. You get more points for the topics we learned longer ago!

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Retrieval ‘Power Ticket’

Write three facts that you have learnt today, yesterday, last week, last term and last year in the boxes below

Today Yesterday Last Week Last term Last year 
Fact 1

Fact 2

Fact 3

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Dual Coding Retrieval
Use the images to help you retrieve the main points  

Image (Put images
here)

What is this 
image 

representing? 

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Key Word Retrieval 
Write down definitions for the key words you have learnt

Key word Definition

(Put key work here)

Challenge:
Can you use 
each word in a 
sentence?

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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Brain Dump
Write down anything you can remember about (put topic here)

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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List it!
Recall as much information as you can under each list heading your teacher provides you

(Put topics here) 

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM  2021
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YEAR X KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - SUMMER TERM  2021

Retrieval Clock
Spend 5 minutes on each topic, recalling all of your knowledge.

(Insert 
topic 
here)

12 1
2

3

4
567

8

9

10
11
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‘Know it all’ sheet
Write as much as you can in each of the boxes 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 

(Put aspects of the topics in 
each box) 
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‘Because, but, so…
Complete the sentences below. 

For the ‘because’ sentence, explain the sentence. For the ‘but’ question, give a reason why this may not be 
the case. For the ‘so’ question, explain the consequences or impacts. 

1. (Inset sentence)…because…

2. (Insert sentence)…but…

3. Insert sentence)…so…
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Mind Map   
Write as much as you can about each sub topic next to the branch/bubble 

(Insert topic 
here )
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Essay Plans Retrieval 
For each of the essay questions below: highlight the key words in the question, write down the key aspects 

that you would need to include in the essay

Essay question Aspects to include 

(Write essay questions here) 
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LOOK SAY COVER WRITE CHECK x3 
1. LOOK - Read the specific knowledge you need to learn.

2. SAY – Read out loud the specific knowledge you need to learn. 

3. COVER – Cover the knowledge. 

4. WRITE – Write out everything you can remember from knowledge organiser

5. CHECK – Check that you have all the knowledge needed and it is correct. Any content that is missing or incorrect use a red pen to illustrate the 
gaps in your knowledge that you have corrected. 

6. x3 – Repeat 3 times.

Look Say Cover Write Check 

Round Knowledge

1

2

3
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Notes:
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Notes:
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Notes:
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Notes:
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